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**MIT CISR’s Mission**

Founded in 1974 and grounded in the MIT tradition of rigorous field-based research, MIT CISR helps executives meet the challenge of leading dynamic, global, and information-intensive organizations. Through research, teaching, and events, the center stimulates interaction among scholars, students, and practitioners.

**2019 MIT CISR Research Projects**
- Moving from Value Chains to Ecosystems: Building & Leveraging Partnering Strength
- Coordinating Innovations: How Firms Realize Greater Business Value from Their Innovation Portfolio
- Developing Data Monetization Portfolios That Pay Off
- Operating Models for Your Digital Business
- Investing in Employee Experience to Create Better Customer Experience
- Decision Rights in the Digital Era
- The Executive Committee & Board Relationship in Digital Transformation
- Guiding Your Enterprise to Future Ready (and Beyond)
- What’s Next for the IT Unit?